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The Rise and Decline of a Global Security Actor 2014-02-20 the rise and decline of a
global security actor investigates the rise of the united nations high commissioner for
refugees unhcr as a global security actor it follows the refugee agency through some of
the past two decades major conflict induced humanitarian emergencies in northern iraq
1991 bosnia 1991 95 eastern zaire 1994 96 kosovo 1998 99 afghanistan 2001 and iraq 2003
it analyses unhcr s momentous transformation from a small timid legal protection agency
to the world s foremost humanitarian actor playing a central role in the international
response to the many wars of the tumultuous last decade of the 20th century then as the
21st century set in the agency s political prominence waned it remains a major
humanitarian actor whose budgets and staffing levels continue to rise but the polarised
post 9 11 period and a worsening protection climate for refugees and asylum seekers
spurred unhcr to abandon its claim to be a global security actor and return to a more
modest quietly diplomatic role the rise of unhcr as a global security actor is placed
within the context of the dramatic shift in perceptions of national and international
security after the end of the cold war the cold war superpower struggle encouraged a
narrow strategic military understanding of security in the more fluid and unpredictable
post cold war environment a range of new issues were introduced to states security
agendas prominent among these were the perceived threats posed by refugees and asylum
seekers to international security state stability and societal cohesion this book
investigates unhcr s response to this new international environment adopting adapting
and finally abandoning a security discourse on the refugee problem
Changing Stories 2020-10-21 our world is facing an enormous and unprecedented challenge
the migration crisis affects nearly eighty million people and represents a humanitarian
catastrophe how can we ignore the suffering of men women and children who are forcibly
displaced worldwide the book changing stories helps the reader to reflect on the
migration crisis from a biblical perspective it evaluates refugee ministry ongoing
initiatives among the world s most vulnerable people additionally it analyzes the
refugee ministry that the arsenal hill presbyterian church is developing with refugees
from syria iraq the congo and vietnam the analysis uses as a framework the best
practices for christian ministry among forcibly displaced people document proposed by
the refugee highway partnership rhp throughout the book the author answers the
following questions how complex is the current migration crisis what does the scripture
say about displaced people what are some of the available tools for a refugee ministry
how does a refugee ministry look in a local church what are some of the best practices
for a refugee ministry the book tells many stories of refugees from different
backgrounds which will help you hear voices representing hundreds of thousands of
refugees who go unheard
2004 Global Refugee Trends 2005 this revised and expanded second edition of the united
nations high commissioner for refugees unhcr continues to offer a concise and
comprehensive introduction to both the world of refugees and the organizations that
protect and assist them this updated edition also includes up to date coverage of the
unhcr s most recent history and policy developments evaluation of new thinking on
issues such as working in un integrated operations and within the un peacebuilding
commission assessment of the unhcr s record of working for idp s internally displaced
persons discussion of the politics of protection and its implications for the work of
the unhcr outline of the new challenges for the agency including environmental refugees
victims of natural disasters and survival migrants written by experts in the field this
is one of the very few books to trace the relationship between state interests global
politics and the work of the unhcr this book will appeal to students scholars
practitioners and readers with an interest in international relations
Statistical Yearbook 2001 2002 drawing together the work of leading researchers from
various disciplines and backgrounds this illuminating research handbook contributes to
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a revitalised understanding of migration governance it introduces novel debates
regarding how actors and institutions shape significant migration dynamics
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) 2013-06-17 this is a very
detailed case study of 50 kosovan asylum seeker families living in the east end of
london the living conditions and experiences of these families are discussed in the
context of the united kingdom s policy on asylum seekers it is a useful study in
documenting the problems and dilemmas faced by asylum seekers while this is a case
study of kosovan asylum seekers in the uk many of the problems and dilemmas discussed
in this book are likely to be relevant to asylum seekers elsewhere the issue of asylum
seekers is a very important one for many european countries as well as britain because
of the large number of asylum applications received by these countries in the last
fifteen years as shown in chapter two of this study many countries are trying to
address the issue of asylum seekers and this case study of kosovan families in london
provides information that will be helpful in this regard review siew ean khoo
australian centre for population research
Research Handbook on the Institutions of Global Migration Governance 2023-07-01 this
guidance provides a clear and practical introduction to the challenges faced in working
in situations of forced displacement and provides guidance to donor staff seeking to
mainstream responses to forced displacement into development planning and co operation
Asylum Seekers' Policy V Integration Policy 2006 there is a humanitarian disaster
unfolding before our eyes a global tragedy that affects men women and children we are
referring to the largest humanitarian crisis of our generation which has shaped our
world and produced over 100 million people forcibly displaced globally amid such a
challenging scenario the global church is called to consider some unavoidable questions
such as how can christians respond to the current migration crisis what are some
resources available to christians to help them transform this tragic reality what are
some strategic approaches for bringing hope to asylum seekers and refugees in this book
jairo de oliveira deals with these and many other related questions based on his
interactions with the fur a muslim people group from darfur sudan living as asylum
seekers and refugees in jordan in the middle east after providing a thorough historical
background and cultural analysis of fur the author commends a contextualization model
and fruitful practices that emerged from his study of the people hope for the afflicted
serves as a manual and practical guide for those who feel called to engage the current
migration crisis by proclaiming the hope of the gospel and discipling asylum seekers
and refugees worldwide
OECD Development Policy Tools Addressing Forced Displacement through Development
Planning and Co-operation Guidance for Donor Policy Makers and Practitioners 2017-11-15
with contributions from world renowned scholars this book tackles recent universal
subject matter and ties it to key contemporary issues including globalisation and
sustainability that are related to international migration and its impacts
Hope for the Afflicted 2023-06-29 to understand the ethics of immigration we need to
start from the way it is enacted and understood by everyday actors through practices of
hospitality and hostility drawing on feminist and poststructuralist understandings of
ethics and hospitality this book offers a new approach to immigration ethics by
exploring state and societal responses to immigration from the global north and south
rather than treating ethics as a determinable code for how we ought to behave toward
strangers it explores hospitality as a relational ethics an ethics without moralism
that aims to understand and possibly transform the way people already do embrace and
deflect obligations and responsibilities to each other building from specific examples
in colombia turkey and tanzania as well as the eu us and uk hospitality is developed as
a structural and emotional practice of drawing and redrawing boundaries of inside and
outside belonging and non belonging it thereby actively creates a society as a communal
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space with a particular ethos from a welcoming home to a racialised hostile environment
hospitality is therefore treated as a critical mode of reflecting on how we create a we
and relate to others through entangled histories of colonialism displacement friendship
and exploitation only through such a reflective understanding can we seek to transform
immigration practices to better reflect the real and aspirational ethos of a society
instead of simple answers removing borders or creating global migration regimes the
book argues for grounded negotiations that build from existing local capacities to
respond to immigration
International Migration, COVID-19, and Environmental Sustainability 2023-08-14
immigration is one of the most polarizing issues in contemporary politics it raises
questions about identity economic well being the legitimacy of state power and the
boundaries of membership and justice how should we think about immigration and what
policies should democratic societies pursue some contend that borders should generally
be open and people should be free to migrate in search of better lives others insist
that governments have the right to unilaterally close their borders and should do so in
immigration and democracy sarah song develops an intermediate ethical position that
takes seriously both the claims of receiving countries and the claims of prospective
migrants she argues that political membership is morally significant even if morally
arbitrary political membership grounds particular rights and obligations and a
government may show some partiality toward the interests of its members yet we also
have universal obligations to those outside our orders where prospective migrants have
urgent reasons to move as in the case of refugees their interests may trump the less
weighty interests of members what is required is not open or closed borders but open
doors an accessible ethical framework that clarifies and deepens the ideas with which
members of democratic societies can debate immigration immigration and democracy
considers the implications of a realistically utopian theory for immigration law and
policy
A Relational Ethics of Immigration 2024-02-28 how are refugee crises solved this has
become an urgent question as global displacement rates continue to climb and refugee
situations now persist for years if not decades the resolution of displacement and the
conflicts that force refugees from their homes is often explained as a top down process
led and controlled by governments and international organizations this book takes a
different approach through contributions from scholars working in politics anthropology
law sociology and philosophy and a wide range of case studies it explores the diverse
ways in which refugees themselves interpret create and pursue solutions to their plight
it investigates the empirical and normative significance of refugees engagement as
agents in these processes and their implications for research policy and practice this
book speaks both to academic debates and to the broader community of peacebuilding
humanitarian and human rights scholars concerned with the nature and dynamics of agency
in contentious political contexts and identifies insights that can inform policy and
practice
Immigration and Democracy 2018-10-31 are you a social work student looking to
understand how the law ethics and social policy interrelate in practice then look no
further whether you a student or newly qualified social worker working with children
and families or adults at risk of harm this practical guide will equip you with the
knowledge and skills you need to fulfil your professional responsibilities and practice
with confidence this book covers all the areas of law you need to know social work with
children and families vulnerable adults and social issues such as welfare and
homelessness each section concludes with a discussion of how social policy and ethics
relate to each area of social work law this gives real world context to what you have
learnt alongside thought boxes exercises and case studies in each chapter to further
encourage reflection and put theory into practice
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Refugees' Roles in Resolving Displacement and Building Peace 2019-06-01 at a time when
global debates about the movement of people have never been more heated this book
provides readers with an accessible student friendly guide to the subject of forced
migration readers of this book will learn who forced migrants are where they are and
why international protection is critical in a world of increasingly restrictive
legislation and policy the book outlines key definitions ideas concepts points for
discussion theories and case studies of the various forms of forced migration in
addition to this technical grounding the book also signposts further reading and
provides handy key thinker boxes to summarise the work of the field s most influential
academics drawing on decades of experience both in the classroom and in the field this
book invites readers to question how labels and definitions are used in legal policy
and practice responses and to engage in a richer understanding of the lives and
realities of forced migrants on the ground perfect for undergraduate and postgraduate
teaching in courses related to migration and diaspora studies introducing forced
migration will also be valuable to policy makers practitioners journalists volunteers
and aid workers working with refugees the internally displaced and those who have
experienced trafficking
Social Work Law, Ethics & Social Policy 2021-12-15 international social work issues
strategies and programs second edition draws together the practice wisdom emerging
within the broad scope of international social work practice and its role in
contributing to the international community s efforts in combating the major global
social problems of poverty conflict and postconflict reconstruction the development of
countries and disadvantaged populations migration and displacement and the needs of
specific populations such as child soldiers and aids orphans utilizing an integrated
perspectives approach incorporating global human rights ecological and social
development perspectives the international social work 2e is designed to prepare social
workers human services professionals development practitioners who desire to play
significant roles in responding to modern global challenges that are critical to the
well being of people communities nations and ultimately of us all
Introducing Forced Migration 2021-03-30 the story of three courageous syrian women
entrepreneurs uplifting the za atari refugee camp and of the global refugee
entrepreneurship phenomenon they represent a significant portion of this book s
proceeds is contributed to support refugee entrepreneurs in za atari and around the
world
International Social Work 2012-12-04 resettled refugees in america face a land of
daunting obstacles where small things one person one encounter can make all the
difference in getting ahead or falling behind fleeing war and violence many refugees
dream that moving to the united states will be like going to heaven instead they enter
a deeply unequal american society often at the bottom through the lived experiences of
families resettled from the democratic republic of the congo blair sackett and annette
lareau reveal how a daunting obstacle course of agencies and services can drastically
alter refugees experiences building a new life in america in these stories of struggle
and hope as one volunteer said you see the american story for some families minor
mistakes create catastrophes food stamps cut off educational opportunities missed
benefits lost other families with the help of volunteers and social supports escape
these traps and take steps toward reaching their dreams engaging and eye opening we
thought it would be heaven brings readers into the daily lives of congolese refugees
and offers guidance for how activists workers and policymakers can help refugee
families thrive
25 Million Sparks 2022-05-26 most western liberal democracies are parties to the united
nations refugees convention and all are committed to the recognition of basic human
rights but they also spend billions fortifying their borders detaining unauthorised
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immigrants and policing migration meanwhile public debate over the west s obligations
to unauthorised immigrants is passionate vitriolic and divisive refugees and the myth
of human rights combines philosophical historical and legal analysis to clarify the key
concepts at stake in the debate and to demonstrate the threat posed by contemporary
border regimes to rights protection and the rule of law within liberal democracies
using the political philosophy of john locke and immanuel kant the book highlights the
tension in liberalism between partiality towards one s compatriots and the universalism
of human rights and brings this tension to life through an examination of hannah arendt
s account of the rise and decline of the modern nation state it provides a novel
reading of arendt s critique of human rights and her concept of the right to have
rights the book argues that the right to have rights must be secured globally in
limited form but that recognition of its significance should spur expansive changes to
border policy within and between liberal states
We Thought It Would Be Heaven 2023-08-22 syrians crossing the mediterranean in
ramshackle boats bound for europe sudanese refugees their belongings on their backs
fleeing overland into neighboring countries children separated from their parents at
the us mexico border these are the images that the global refugee crisis conjures to
many in the news we often see photos of people in transit suffering untold deprivations
in desperate bids to escape their countries and find safety but behind these images
there is a second crisis a crisis of arrival refugees in the 21st century have only
three real options urban slums squalid refugee camps or dangerous journeys to seek
asylum and none provide genuine refuge in no refuge political philosopher serena parekh
calls this the second refugee crisis the crisis of the millions of people who having
fled their homes are stuck for decades in the dehumanizing and hopeless limbo of
refugees camps and informal urban spaces most of which are in the global south ninety
nine percent of these refugees are never resettled in other countries their suffering
only begins when they leave their war torn homes as parekh urgently argues by drawing
from numerous first person accounts conditions in many refugee camps and urban slums
are so bleak that to make people live in them for prolonged periods of time is to deny
them human dignity it s no wonder that refugees increasingly risk their lives to seek
asylum directly in the west drawing from extensive first hand accounts of life as a
refugee with nowhere to go parekh argues that we need a moral response to these crises
one that assumes the humanity of refugees in addition to the challenges that states
have when they accept refugees only once we grasp that the global refugee crisis has
these two dimensions the asylum crisis for western states and the crisis for refugees
who cannot find refuge can we reckon with a response proportionate to the complexities
we face countries and citizens have a moral obligation to address the structures that
unjustly prevent refugees from accessing the minimum conditions of human dignity as
parekh shows there are ways we as citizens can respond to the global refugee crisis and
indeed we are morally obligated to do so
Refugees and the Myth of Human Rights 2016-04-08 microfinance has emerged as a growing
field as more businesses discover the benefits and opportunities it provides to ensure
that microfinance is utilized appropriately further study on the best practices and
difficulties is required the research anthology on microfinance services and roles in
social progress considers the ways in which microfinance can be utilized to achieve
social progress as well as the challenges and opportunities of this area covering key
topics such as income small businesses entrepreneurship and credit this major reference
work is ideal for industry professionals government officials computer scientists
entrepreneurs business owners managers policymakers researchers scholars practitioners
instructors and students
No Refuge 2020-09-03 this volume elucidates and explores the interrelationships and
direct causal connection between serious international crimes serious breaches to
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fundamental human rights and gross affronts to human dignity that lead to mass forced
migration forced migration most often occurs in the context of protracted armed
conflict of a noninternational nature where terrorism fierce fighting deep animosity
tit for tat retaliation and rapid dominance doctrine all lead to the commission of
atrocity crimes accordingly this volume makes a valuable contribution to the literature
and to the cause of trying to resolve mass forced displacement at its root cause to
explore the course that it takes and how it might be prevented the collection comprises
original research by leading legal scholars and jurists focusing on the three central
themes of serious international crimes human rights and forced migration the work also
includes a foreword from sir howard morrison qc former president of the appeals
division of the international criminal court the book will be a valuable resource for
students academics researchers and policymakers working in the areas of international
law migration human rights and international criminal law
Research Anthology on Microfinance Services and Roles in Social Progress 2022-09-23
statelessness is a legal status denoting lack of any nationality a status whereby the
otherwise normal link between an individual and a state is absent the increasingly
widespread problem of statelessness has profound legal social economic and
psychological consequences but also gives rise to the paradox of an international
community that claims universal standards for all natural persons while allowing its
member states to allow statelessness to occur in this powerfully argued book conklin
critically evaluates traditional efforts to recognize and reduce statelessness the
problem he argues rests in the obligatory nature of law domestic or international by
closely analysing a broad spectrum of court and tribunal judgments from many
jurisdictions conklin explains how confusion has arisen between two discourses the one
discourse inside the other as to the nature of the international community one
discourse a surface discourse describes a community in which international law
justifies a state s freedom to confer withdraw or withhold nationality this
international community incorporates state freedom over nationality matters bringing
about the de jure and effective stateless condition the other discourse an inner
discourse highlights a legal bond of socially experienced relationships such a bond
judicially referred to as effective nationality is binding upon all states and where
such a bond exists harm to a stateless person represents harm to the international
community as a whole
Serious International Crimes, Human Rights, and Forced Migration 2022-02-10 refugee
states explores how the figure of the refugee and the concept of refuge shape the
canadian nation state within a transnational context
Statelessness 2014-12-01 this book examines clandestine migrant journeys across the
mediterranean sea and into europe it combines ethnographic focus with macro level
analyses of eu and national migration policies and practices it draws on the case study
of malta and pushes the boundaries of our knowledge of the global politics of migration
asylum and border security
Building a Stronger Diplomatic Presence 2008 migration has contributed to the society
we live in today and as such it is part of our shared history both the causes and the
consequences are multifaceted and complicated while many people leave their homes as a
result of conflict or poverty others move under conditions of peace political stability
and development a large share of international migrants originated from rural areas
this is an important part of the structural transformation of an economy and is an
important part of the structural transformation of an economy examining the complex
interlinkages of migration with agriculture this report examines the existing
literature and provides evidence from both developed and developing countries focusing
on why people from rural areas decide to migrate it explores the drivers of migration
both international and internal and aims to deepen our understanding of the
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interlinkages with agriculture food security and rural development this report assesses
the impact of migration on countries of origin and destination focusing on rural areas
and the agricultural sector it discusses how agricultural and social policies can
address challenges and capitalize on opportunities created by migration trends
Refugee States 2021 the book is a rich piece of scholarship that makes a contribution
at the levels of history theory and policy and deserves to be widely read and
considered alexander betts university of oxfordthe link between migration and
development has risen on the agenda of the international community in recent years and
global level dialogues have started in her book saskia koppenberg gives an in depth
analysis of the global forum on migration and development gfmd the most important and
most widely recognised dialogue she provides striking insights into the theories that
lie behind the subjects that dominate the gfmd and identifies the perspectives which
have so far been neglected by investigating which migrants are addressed what the
dominant development approach is how migrants are expected to contribute to development
and who the targeted beneficiaries are koppenberg makes the gfmd accessible to the
academic and public discourse with regard to the 2 year assessment process evaluating
the gfmd which is set to conclude by the end of 2012 the study provides valuable
recommendations for the ways in which a more successful and comprehensive gfmd can be
attained in the future koppenberg broadens the perspective and takes a look at other
global level dialogues beyond the gfmd the study includes a comparative analysis of the
unhcr led dialogue on targeting development assistance tda which discusses the link
between forced migration and development this perspective highlights how particular
forms of migration and certain kinds of development dominate the debates while others
are left out it reveals forced migrants have largely been absent from the gfmd agenda
despite the fact that their potential to be agents of development has been acknowledged
while identifying the differences and commonalities in the prevalent subjects concepts
and theories that link migration and forced migration to development in these two
dialogues a migrant centred approach is introduced this guides the reader s view
towards the migrants own development and their development perspectives while keeping
in mind that in terms of agency vs structure the migration development nexus builds
upon the migrants agency based on her study saskia koppenberg argues that the
traditional migration and development agenda of the gfmd should be broadened to include
marginalised perspectives and to offer a migrant centred approach in order to provide a
more comprehensive and effective global level dialogue on migration and development
that ensures the migrants well being and leads to the highest possible impact on
development
At Europe's Edge 2019 the convention relating to the status of refugees adopted on 28
july 1951 in geneva continues to provide the most comprehensive codification of the
rights of refugees yet attempted consolidating previous international instruments
relating to refugees the 1951 convention with its 1967 protocol marks a cornerstone in
the development of international refugee law at present there are 149 states parties to
one or both of these instruments expressing a worldwide consensus on the definition of
the term refugee and the fundamental rights to be granted to refugees these facts
demonstrate and underline the extraordinary significance of these instruments as the
indispensable legal basis of international refugee law this commentary provides for a
systematic and comprehensive analysis of the 1951 convention and the 1967 protocol on
an article by article basis exposing the interrelationship between the different
articles and discussing the latest developments in international refugee law in
addition several thematic contributions analyse questions of international refugee law
which are of general significance such as regional developments the interrelationship
between refugee law and general human rights law as well as the relationship between
refugee law and the law of the sea
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The linkages between migration, agriculture, food security and rural development 2018
the global crisis of forced displacement is growing every year at the same time western
christians sympathy toward refugees is increasingly overshadowed by concerns about
personal and national security economics and culture we urgently need a perspective
that understands both scripture and current political realities and that can be applied
at the levels of the church the nation and the globe in refuge reimagined mark r
glanville and luke glanville offer a new approach to compassion for displaced people a
biblical ethic of kinship god s people they argue are consistently called to extend
kinship a mutual responsibility and solidarity to those who are marginalized and
without a home drawing on their respective expertise in old testament studies and
international relations the two brothers engage a range of disciplines to demonstrate
how this ethic is consistently conveyed throughout the bible and can be practically
embodied today glanville and glanville apply the kinship ethic to issues such as the
current mission of the church national identity and sovereignty and possibilities for a
cooperative global response to the refugee crisis challenging the fear based ethic that
often motivates christian approaches they envision a more generous creative and hopeful
way forward refuge reimagined will equip students activists and anyone interested in
refugee issues to understand the biblical model for communities and how it can
transform our world
Refugees, Migrants, and Development 2011 as globalisation gains momentum international
migration continues to divide opinion and polarise policy makers politicians and
advocates this polarisation has been reflected in research and publications with pro
globalisation being pitched against anti globalisation on the one hand and an explosion
of research on migration on the other this book examines the interaction between the
two and their impact on health for the first time highlighting the myths and realities
from an international multi disciplinary perspective the book starts with an
examination of the complex and multifaceted aspects of the globalisation phenomenon and
its impact on population displacement and health and concludes with a regional level
analysis supported by country specific examples by highlighting common issues and
differences across the globe this book shows policy makers political leaders and
international committees on migration the specificities of global migration and good
practice across the world particular attention is paid to practical policy responses
and governance as well as legal frameworks to manage the dynamics of migration engage
international institutions and to maximise the benefits that internal and international
migration bring contents globalisation migration and health an introduction andré m n
renzaho forced and voluntary migration patterns of internal and international migration
burden of diseases and policy response forced internal displacement pattern health
impacts and policy response andré m n renzaho the social and health dimensions of
refugees and complex humanitarian emergencies joseph kamara and andré m n renzaho
health social and economic impact of voluntary migration andré m n renzaho case studies
asylum seekers healthy migrant effect and access and utilisation of health services
invisible and suffering prolonged and systematic detention of asylum seekers living in
substandard conditions in greece sheila cyril and andré m n renzaho the health status
service needs and barriers to accessing care for detention and community based asylum
seekers in australia emily hadgkiss and andré m n renzaho women children and men
trapped in unsafe corridors kevin pottie chuck hui and fabien schneider migration and
health effects in the netherlands paul herfs and olta gishti health equity evidence
based guidelines e learning and physician advocacy for migrant populations in canada
kevin pottie and doug gruner hispanic immigration and the epidemiological paradox mary
lou de leon siantz migration and the healthy migrant effect in australia current
knowledge gaps and opportunity for future research andré m n renzaho the social
dimensions of internal migration and health in china andré m n renzaho migration
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challenges and health policy in south korea andré m n renzaho migrant health in the
workplace a multi country comparison lata satyen john w toumbourou david mellor ilmiye
secer and matin ghayour minaie the morbid effect associated with racism experienced by
immigrants findings from australia kevin dunn yin paradies rosalie atie and naomi
priest conclusion globalisation and migration reflections policy directions and
conclusion andré m n renzaho readership advanced undergraduate and graduate students in
humanitarian and development studies public health experts and practitioners policy
makers and political leaders key features examines the dynamics of migration and their
impact on health from a global perspectivestudies the impact globalisation has on
population displacementcountry specific case studies are analysed in this bookkeywords
globalisation migration and health forced migration voluntary migration hukou china
The 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and its 1967 Protocol 2e
2024-01-04 displacement in the twenty first century is urbanized the united nations
refugee agency unhcr the world s largest humanitarian organization and the main body
charged with assisting displaced people globally estimates that over 60 per cent of
refugees now live in urban areas a proportion that only increases in the case of
internally displaced people and asylum seekers though cities and local authorities have
become essential participants in the protection of refugees only three decades ago they
were considered to sit firmly beyond unhcr s remit with urban refugees typically
characterized as aberrations in the urbanization of forced displacement neil james
wilson crawford examines the organization s response to the growing number of refugees
migrating to urban areas introducing a broader study of policy making in international
organizations crawford addresses how and why unhcr changed its policy and practice in
response to shifting trends in displacement citing over 400 primary un documents
crawford provides an in depth study of the internal and external pressures faced by
unhcr pressures from above below and within that explain why it has radically
transformed its position from the 1990s onward unhcr and global refugee policies have
come to play an increasingly important role in the governance of global displacement
the urbanization of forced displacement sheds new light on how the organization works
and how it conceives its role in global politics today
Refuge Reimagined 2021-02-16 this book gives social and human services students and
professionals the opportunity to begin developing cross cultural communication skills
in the english language the need to be able to communicate in english is becoming more
and more obvious social workers and other human services professionals will be working
with immigrants from countries where english is the official language or at least a
second language nigeria ghana the gambia etc the growing numbers of english speaking
immigrants are impacting the human services fields of medicine mental health social
work the education systems and the legal systems all over europe this book is based on
the european common framework but goes beyond a typical english language text it
focuses on the various skill sets necessary for human services professionals including
important text analysis skills as well as analytical case skills soft skills such as
interpersonal skills and expressing empathy are also presented for student reflection
students learn the principles of cross cultural communication through cross cultural
text analysis which helps them improve their english as they develop cross cultural
awareness sensitivity and communication skills students experience different cultural
linguistic contexts where they can appreciate the dynamic relationship between culture
and language applied to the field of human services for many this book will be the
first step in beginning a lifetime adventure of becoming cross cultural
Globalisation, Migration and Health 2016-01-20 examining resettlement practices
worldwide and drawing on contributions from anthropology law international relations
social work political science and numerous other disciplines this ground breaking
volume highlights the conflicts between refugees needs and state practices and assesses
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international regional and national perspectives on resettlement as well as the
bureaucracies and ideologies involved it offers a detailed understanding of
resettlement from the selection of refugees to their long term integration in
resettling states and highlights the relevance of a lifespan approach to resettlement
analysis
The Urbanization of Forced Displacement 2022-01-31 through interdisciplinary and
multidisciplinary perspectives and with an emphasis on exploring patterns as well as
distinct and unique conditions across the globe this collection examines advanced and
cutting edge theoretical and methodological approaches to the study of the health of
urban populations despite the growing interest in global urban health there are limited
resources available that provide an extensive and advanced exploration into the health
of urban populations in a transnational context this volume offers a high quality and
comprehensive examination of global urban health issues by leading urban health
scholars from around the world the book brings together a multi disciplinary
perspective on urban health with chapter contributions emphasizing disciplines in the
social sciences construction sciences and medical sciences the co editors of the
collection come from a number of different disciplinary backgrounds that have been at
the forefront of urban health research including public health epidemiology geography
city planning and urban design the book is intended to be a reference in global urban
health for research libraries and faculty collections it will also be appropriate as a
text for university class adoption in upper division under graduate courses and above
the proposed volume is extensive and offers enough breadth and depth to enable it to be
used for courses emphasizing a u s or wider western perspective as well as courses on
urban health emphasizing a global context
English Communication for Social and Human Services 2017-08-31 uses the tools of
political legal moral and historical analysis to describe a just return process for
repatriating refugees
Refugee Resettlement 2018-07-24 this book addresses the psychosocial and medical issues
of forced migration due to war major disasters and political as well as climate changes
the topics are discussed in the context of public health and linked to organizational
legal and practical strategies that can offer guidance to professionals as well as
governmental and non governmental organizations both internal and international
displacement present substantial challenges that require new solutions and integrated
approaches issues covered include an overview of current health challenges in the new
refugee crises medicine and mental health in disaster areas long term displacement and
mental health integration of legal medical social and health economic issues children
and unaccompanied minors ethical challenges in service provision short and long term
issues in host countries models of crises intervention critical issues such as suicide
prevention new basic and minimal intervention models adapted to limited resources in
psychosocial and mental health care rebuilding of health care in post disaster conflict
countries training and burn out prevention the book was developed in collaboration with
the world psychiatric association and is endorsed by fabio grandi un high commissioner
for refugees manfred nowak former un special rapporteur for torture and jorge aroche
president of irct
Handbook of Global Urban Health 2019-05-09 this monograph could not be more timely as
discourses relating to refugees access to territory rescue at sea push back and push
back by proxy dominate political debate looking at the questions which lie at the
junction of migration control and refugee law standards it explores the extent to which
readmission can hamper refugees access to protection though it draws mainly on european
law notably the european convention on human rights it also examines other
international frameworks including those employed by the united nations and instruments
such as the refugee convention therefore this book is of importance to readers of
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international law refugee law human rights and migration studies at the global level it
offers an analysis of both the legal and policy questions at play and engages fully
with widely disputed cases concerning readmission agreements deportation with
assurances and interception at sea by so doing this book seeks to clarify a complex
field which has at times suffered from partiality in both its terminology and substance
Refugee Repatriation 2013-03-21 forced migration in the feminist imagination explores
how feminist acts of imaginative expression community building scholarship and activism
create new possibilities for women experiencing forced migration in the twenty first
century drawing on literature film and art from a range of transnational contexts
including europe the middle east central america australia and the caribbean this
volume reveals the hitherto unrecognised networks of feminist alliance being formulated
across borders while reflecting carefully on the complex politics of cross cultural
feminist solidarity the book presents a variety of cultural case studies that each
reveal a different context in which the transcultural feminist imagination can be seen
to operate from the maternal feminism of literary journalism confronting the european
refugee crisis to iran s female film directors building creative collaborations with
displaced afghan women and from artists employing sonic creativities in order to listen
to women in u k and australian detention to lgbtq poets and video artists articulating
new forms of queer feminist community against the backdrop of the hostile environment
this is an essential read for scholars in women s and gender studies feminist and
postcolonial literary and cultural studies and comparative literary studies as well as
for those operating in the fields of gender and development studies and forced
migration studies
An Uncertain Safety 2018-07-20 the book through a reflection on the paradigm of the
informal city and with a verification in corpore vili on 10 cities presents a
description of the role that collective space and social organization have in the
construction of slums in addition an investigation is developed on the role of
architecture in the regeneration of settlements the picture provided by the 10
factsheets on cities in which the slums represent a phenomenon of great importance
helps to understand the reasons for their birth and development and through different
perspectives to understand how to promote a new comprehensive and inclusive urban
organization
The Readmission of Asylum Seekers under International Law 2020-02-20
Forced Migration in the Feminist Imagination 2021-09-21
Beyond the city 2022-01-21
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